Date of Match:
16 May

Opponents: HOME
Brockhurst & Marlston

RESULT: WON 247 V 170

Team:
Years 3 4 5 & 6
Coached by: AB & SE

We swam a mixed ability team in all age groups and I was pleased to see some swimmers compete
in older age groups. There were some very close races and it was hard at times to separate 1 st and
2nd places! This made for a competitive and exciting gala, particularly the relays. We were clearly
stronger throughout and it was lovely to see the enjoyment and confidence show from our
swimmers. Well done to everyone 
There were 39 personal best times recorded out of a possible 66 individual swims. Well done to
Helena Kennedy, Millie Stebbings, Sam Kennedy, Evie Hayward, Alexander Moore, Tristan
Hamilton, Hanson Martin, Olivia Carter, Dominic Adams, Liam Boyle, James Lucking, Zac Lloyd, Louis
Young, Theo Davis, Isabella Fuggle, Cameron Wharton, Nikita Johnson, Jamie Chaplin, James Coe,
Sasha Rycroft, Mattie Roberts, Phoebe Stebbings, Romilly Bains, Henry Nurminen, Mia Corbett,
James Isbell, Owen Wilkinson, Luke Harden, Dilsher Bagri, Harry Richards, Pia Andrew and Marco
Skivington.
Speed Awards were achieved for the first time by: Tristan Hamilton (silver backstroke), Hanson
Martin (bronze backstroke) and Sam Kennedy (gold breaststroke). Well done boys!
There were a huge number of terrific performances on the night! I could name most of you as I
was proud of you all as a squad. However, Pia Andrew, Liam Boyle and Owen Wilkinson stood out.
You showed improvement and you were focused and determined in your races. Well done.
A new school record was set by Helena Kennedy in the individual medley. This record had stood
for 6 years. Sasha Rycroft set a new record in 40 metres breaststroke by beating her own current
record. Sam Kennedy set a new record in 20 metres butterfly. Great swims! School records are
tough times to beat, congratulations.
Thank you to our Swimming Captains, Helena Kennedy and Alexander Moore. They are proving to
be a great help during the gala and their performances in the water are great examples for the
younger swimmers to aspire to. Wonderful support from all our parents who came and supported.
Thank you to Mr. Aldridge, Mrs. Kennedy for their help running this event and to Mrs. Robertson
for managing the swimmers.
Mrs. Burnage

